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THE FIRST WRITTEN
CONSTITUTION OF THE
WORLD
Human societies have always lived by certain rules and regulations
and this has not been limited to only the civilized nations but even
the savages possess their own fixed rules for government and
administration of justice; and even the most autocratic chief finds
himself controlled by them.
These regulations have been religious as well as secular and the
examples of religious books are the Bible and the Quran. The Yasa
of Changiz Khan and The Shu-king of Confucius, too, are examples
of such rules.
Although the rules and regulations of a country can be found in a
more or less written form everywhere, yet, in spite of strenuous
search, I could not find any instance of the constitution of a country,
as distinct from ordinary laws, reduced to writing, before the time of
the Holy Prophet Muhummed pbuh.
Smriti (500 B.C.) mentions the duties of a king and the Artha Shastra
(Science of Politics) by Kautilya (300 B.C.) and the books of
Aristotle, written about the same time, contain complete treatises on
politics. Aristotle described the constitutions of 1584 of his
contemporary city-states in many countries, including India. From
among these monographs, only the constitution of Athens has come
down to us. It was discovered on papyrus in Egypt just 100 years ago
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and was published in the year 1891. It has also been translated into
English and other languages. But writings of this kind are either in
the nature of text-books or "advice-books" to princes, or are
historical accounts of the constitutions of certain places. None of
these enjoys the dignity of an authoritative constitution of a state
issued by the sovereign of the country.
In the year 1 A.H., i.e., the very first year of the Holy Prophet's
migration to Madina, he had a deed drawn up in which there was a
detailed discussion of the prerogatives and obligations of the ruler as
well as of other immediate requirements. Fortunately, the whole of
this document, word for word, has been reproduced by Ibn Ishaq and
Abu Ubaid in their respective books and handed down to us as
aliving proof of this first ever written constitution.
Magna Carta, the Great Charter, of 1215 A.D, is often claimed to be
the first democratic constitutional document (The British Library,
1997). However, The Medina Charter preceded it, by almost six
centuries. Moreover, the Magna Carta guaranteed rights of the
powerful English Barons vis-à-vis the king.
Whereas the Constitution of Medina guaranteed the democratic
rights of the entire population of Medina, both Muslim and NonMuslim, equally.
The “Covenant (Constitution) of Madinah” that lays out the rules of
living in a pluralistic society is a document that needs to be studied
carefully and implemented to the fullest extent in today’s inescapably
multi-religious and multi-cultural world promoting Integration &
Solidarity.
Drafted by Prophet shortly after his arrival at Medina declaring all
residents of Medina to constitute “one single nation or “Ummah
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wāḥidah” separate from all other people. The constitution has 47
Articles & established the collective responsibility of nine
constituent tribes for their member’s actions. The constitution also
established Muhummed as the mediating authority between groups
and forbids discord.
The Quran describes the multicultural nature of the world in the
following words:
“And of His Signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth and
the diversity of your languages and skin colours. Indeed there are
Signs in this for people of knowledge” (30:22)
This verse makes it crystal clear that the multiculturalism is not only
Desired & Designed by God Almighty but it is a sign of God’s
greatness & creation. Therefore it is not just to be tolerated but to be
celebrated as a gift from our creator.
The document contains 53 sentences, or, to use legal terminology,
sections; and is an invaluable example of the legal language and the
manner of document- writing of the time. The importance of it has
been felt by the European historians as well, besides Welhausen,
Mueller, Grimme, Sprenger, Wensinck, Caetani, Buhl and others
have felt it necessary to mention it in considerable detail.
Before discussing the contents of the document in question, it is
necessary to outline the historical background and the circumstances
under which it was prepared and issued.
When the Holy Prophet started his reformative work in the City of
Makkah and proposed a change in the beliefs and practices existing
for generations, he encountered their opposition and hostility. From
the very first day, his mission was universal in its nature and the
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possibility of its spreading immediately and with ease over the whole
of the known world, particularly the Iranian and the Roman
(Byzantine) empires, was clearly discernible.
However, Makkah became increasingly hostile and uninhabitable for
Prophet and his followers and after years of persistent efforts during
Hajj seasons he could secure the adherence of a few people who
belonged to the city of Madina. They it was who promised to help
and give shelter to him and his Makkan companions in the event of
their migration there.
As a consequence the Muslims of Makkah began to leave their city
for Madina. The Makkans became afraid lest these fugitives might
make preparations for a retaliation from outside. Accordingly it was
decided to lay siege to the house of the Prophet pbuh and murder him
there by night. But Providence willed it otherwise. The Prophet
managed quietly to leave Makkah and reached Madina safely. In
their rage, the Makkans forcibly took possession of the property and
belongings of the Prophet and other Muslim emigrants.

Demography of Madina
Following was the tribal constitution of the state of Medina at the
time of drafting of this constitution:
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The total number of believers in Madina, at this time, including the
Makkan refugees, hardly exceeded a few hundreds, while the total
population of Madina about this time is estimated at between four to
five thousands, to which Jews contributed nearly a half.
Makkah enjoyed at that time the status of an organised city-state
where there were some 25 public offices concerning different state
departments such as the Army, the Revenue, the Temple, the Foreign
Affairs, the Administration of Justice and the like.
As contrasted with this, Madina was almost in a state of anarchy,
where tribalism prevailed. If the Arab section of the population was
divided into twelve tribes of Aws and Khazraj, the Jews were divided
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into the ten tribes of Banu Nadzir and Banu Quraiza. Dissensions
raged among them since generations. Some of the Arabs, having
entered into an alliance with some of the Jews, had been on terms of
hostility with other Arabs who, in their turn, were similarly allied to
some other Jews. These continuous wars had tired both the parties
out. And although some there were who were anxious to secure
military help from outside tribes such as the Quraish, 13 the peaceloving parties were getting preponderance in the city, and a
considerably large section of people had begun to make preparations
to install Abdullah ibn Ubayy ibn Salul as King. So much so that,
according to Bukhari Ibn Hisham and others, a crown was already
under construction to be worn on this occasion.
True, the Holy Prophet had appointed at the time of the Pledge of
'Aqaba twelve Muslims to represent him in twelve tribes, one in
each, and thus tried to create a centralization of power. But apart
from this every tribe had its independent sovereignty and decided its
own affairs in its own saqifa or shed, and there was no central urban
organization in the city. Through the efforts of trained preachers a
considerable number of people in the city had accepted Islam in the
course of three years. But religion was yet a domestic affair there and
had not attained any political status. Persons belonging to different
religions used to live in the same house. It was in this situation that
the Prophet pbuh came to Madina, where the following problems
demanded urgent solution :
(1) Definition of the rights and obligations, his own as well as those
of local inhabitants.
(2) Arrangement for the settlement and livelihood of the Makkan
refugees.
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(3) An understanding with the non-Muslims of the city, particularly
the Jews.
(4) Arrangements for political organization and military defence of
the city.
(5) Compensation for the loss of life and property suffered by the
refugees at the hands of the Quraish of Makkah.

The Constitution
In view of these objects the Holy Prophet, a few months after his
flight to Madina, had a deed drawn up, which has been referred to as
a kitab and sahifa in the deed itself, and which obviously was written
after a consultation with the people concerned. It should be borne in
mind that the general laws of the country, meaning the chapters of
the Quran, were promptly reduced to writing according as they were
promulgated or revealed, but as for his own utterances or
instructions, the modest and cautious Prophet had issued a general
prohibitory order against their being written down. That the
document under discussion was written down in spite of this order is
significant — a document which, has been referred to as kitab or
sahifa, meaning a "code of action" or a "chart of duties."
In fact it amounted to a declaration of the city of Madina as a citystate for the first time, and to the laying down of a code for its
administration. Rousseau, Hobbs and other political scientists
consider social contract between the rulers and the ruled as the
beginning of state.
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A patent and factual example of this is to be found in the Bai'at
(pledge) of 'Aqaba, in which the people of Madina accepted the
Prophet as their leader, invited him to come to their country and
agreed to obey his orders in weal and woe. This is the reason why the
document under discussion was not of the type of a contract but was
issued as a prescription and a proclamation. Thus every one knows
that kitab means a prescription and a command; for instance, in the
Quranic passages such as:
"Verily prayer is a timed ordinance (kitab) for the believers."
Or
"Most surely it has been ordered (kitab) about the virtuous that they
shall be in the highest places,"
Or
"Fighting was enjoined (kutiba) on them."
The word kitab has been used in this particular sense in all these
citations, The German word "vorschrift," the word "prescription" in
English, "Prescipend" in French, word "prescrizone" in Italian and
"prescipcisn" in Spanish, all meaning "command" and "ordinance,"
have their root meaning in " writing."
Still instructions such as faith in One God, obedience to the
commands of the same Prophet and observance of the congregational
prayers, which so vitally affected their beliefs and actions, had
already been in existence. Now this new constitution of the city-state
brought with it the very important and — to Arabia — very
revolutionary change and improvement, by providing the people with
a central public institution for seeking justice in the place of every
one seeking it with the power of his own hand or at best of that of his
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family. This epoch-making innovation has been recorded in that very
document, which brought an end for all times, to the chaos of
tribalism and which laid the basis for a wider institution, viz., state.
In this document the Prophet secured for himself the highest judicial,
legislative, military and executive powers for himself, but a very
important and remarkable difference between this authority and the
autocratic royal authorities of other countries was that materialism
had no part to play here. The Holy Prophet introduced moral
elements in politics. He regarded God as the source of authority and
considered himself as His messenger and agent; and alongside with
this he declared the command and injunctions ordained for the
people as equally applicable to his own self.
In view of very many cases of civil and tort nature brought against
his holy person in his own lifetime , we can say that Islam rejected
the theory that "the King can do no wrong." And since the most
powerful man in the state could not violate the laws at will, other
officials and the people in general naturally observed them with
greater care.

The document has two distinct parts
Dr Hameedullah has aptly described the details about the parts of the
constitution as follows:
“In the first part there are twenty-five clauses which were counted as
23 by Wellhausen, whose numbering has been followed by all
European writers. I have advisedly retained this numbering of 23
clauses, so as not to confuse anyone availing of European materials,
with this much of difference that I have divided certain sections into
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two by the signs (a) and (b) and thus considered the first part of the
document to contain 25 clauses”.
“The second part runs between clause 24 to 47. But it has to be subdivided into many sub-clauses. In my count this part really consists
of 28 clauses and thus the whole document consists of 53 clauses in
all. The first 23 sections lay down rules affecting the "refugees" and
"helpers" (Ansar) and the rest of them discuss the rights and
obligations of the Jewish tribes of Madina. In both of them one
sentence has been repeated, to the effect that the last court of appeal
will be the Prophet himself”
The Jews were divided into two sections rival to each other. It was
not possible for them to live in mutual friendship or to feel safe and
secure in their independent isolation. Cut off from all sides they had
become friendless and a prey to any and every strong invader.
Circumstances such as these obliged them to seek the protective cooperation of the Prophet pbuh while retaining their religious freedom
as well as internal autonomy.
Also that this political unit, in spite of the variegated nature of its
internal composition, will be considered as one community (ummah),
and will hold a distinguished and independent position as compared
with the rest of the world, and that all classes will have equal rights
and obligations — (Clause 2).
The helpers (i.e., Madinite Muslims) had already their tribal units
and now for legal and social purposes the whole body of refugees
(i.e., Makkan Muslim settlers) were regarded as one tribe (Section 3).
It was provided that if any district association were not in a position
to meet the liabilities of any of its members, it will be incumbent on
other associations to lend it a helping hand (Section 12). It was
further emphatically laid down that if anyone became an associate
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member (Maw all, sing. Mawla) through a legal or contractual bond
of fraternity with a regular member of a tribe, such an associate
member will have no right to disagree with the original member,
whose associate he is [Section 12-b]. It was further enjoined in
connection with this order that no member should make anyone his
brother-in-alliance (Mawla), if he is already in similar alliance with,
another member, without the consent of the latter.
The right of seeking justice was transferred from individuals to the
community, i.e., the central authority; and this was a great revolution.
And it was ruled that in matters affecting the administration of
justice, none will be permitted to take sides or show any favouritism
to one's relations or even to try to save one's own son from the course
of law, and that all citizens should give full co-operation in the
matter of bringing to book everyone who makes any mischief or is
on the way to creating one (Section 13).
An act of wilful murder was to be avenged by capital punishment.
The heir of the murdered man, however, was given the power of
reprieving the capital punishment in lieu of blood-money. Strong
prohibition was issued against all interferences with the course of
law and justice (Section 21).
it was forbidden to give shelter or help to any culprit guilty of
murder, and it was stated that a person who has been a believer in
God and the Day of Judgment and has greed to obey the orders set
forth in this document, if he helped or gave protection to any
murderer, would be under the curse and chastisement of God on the
Day of Resurrection and would have no escape out of it.
Some among the Helpers (Awas) had accepted the Jewish faith.
Particularly among these were those children whose parents had
made them Jews in fulfilment of certain vows. There was a special
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section dealing with such persons, saying that if they were prepared
for a subordinate co-operation, they would be given rights of subjects
equally with Muslims; they would be given protection and help, and
no manner of oppression would be allowed against them (Clause 16).
So far we have discussed such matters as are written in the first part
of the document and as concern the Arabs of Madina. The second
part, as I have already said, concerns the Jewish tribes.

Equal rights for Jews
The Jewish tribes have been mentioned in this document individually
and by names, and their rights to equal treatment have been explicitly
admitted. The object of this seems to be to emphasise the fact that the
Jews did not join this federal city state of Madina as a community
and that every tribe entered in the pact as a separate unit. It was due
to this fact that when the Muslims went to war against some Jewish
tribes or ordered their expulsion from the city of Madina, not only
that the rest of the tribes remained quiet, but on certain occasions
they rendered military help to the Muslims; and this treaty or
constitutional Act was not considered as repudiated in so far as other
Jewish tribes were concerned, but was regarded as still in force. Thus
in this document the people of a tribe and its "Mawali" (or clients)
have been regarded as jointly responsible for the payment of bloodmoney; and the Prophet after the expulsion of Banu Qainuqa, had
demanded subscriptions from Banu Nadzir on one occasion on the
strength of the provision made in 25 and 31 of the document.
The Jews have been given equal political and cultural rights with the
Muslims in the clearest terms (25); and the allies of the Jews, who
have been variously called "Mawal "Batan" and "Bitana" have been
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given equal status with original Jews in general, in the matter of
rights and responsibilities (32, 34, 45 and 46). Of course a protected
person cannot extend this protection to another person, without the
permission of the protector (41).
In reality it was a military alliance which was made with the Jews.
Thus in 37, 44 and 45 it has been made quite clear that they shall
have to fight against all those people against whom the Muslims will
have to fight; and shall be in peace with whomsoever the Muslims
may be in peace, and shall take an equal part in the defence of
Madina; and that the Jews should help the Muslims were the latter
attacked by anyone and similarly Muslims should help the Jews if
these latter were attacked by anyone. Of course, the Jews would not
be obliged to help the Muslims if the latter were involved in any
religious war (45).
It was also stipulated that joining the forces with the Muslims in an
expedition would have to be with the permission of the Prophet (36a). The text of this section is a little obscure in its meaning and may
also yield the sense that the Jews themselves were not to
independently declare war against anyone without the permission of
the Prophet- If that is so, it indicates an additional width of political
power acquired by the Prophet.
It is possible that the Quraish of Makkah were the people most
affected by this important stipulation, as they were deprived of the
help of a very important ally, viz., the Jews; for in 43 of the
document it has been clearly laid down that the Jews should not give
any protection to the Quraish or the helpers of the Quraish, though
unfortunately this stipulation was not honoured in practice, and the
Jewish chiefs kept on conspiring with the Quraish; and once these
intrigues started after the battle of Badr, they did not stop till the
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unconditional surrender of Banu Quraiza. In any case, peace and war
have been regarded as an undisputed central question of this
Federation. And the command of the war was obtained by the
Prophet pbuh and this was a great political success for him.
The Prophet pbuh did not at all interfere in social and internal affairs
and institutions like ransom, blood-money, asylum or quarter,
membership of a tribe by treaty agreement and other customs were
left untouched (25, 31 and 40). The result of this wise political step
was that no one felt the slightest hesitation or embarrassment; and the
Jews gladly agreed that the Prophet should discharge the functions of
the final court of appeal even for themselves (42).
From the records of precedents it appears that in the case of Jews the
Prophet used to give judgment according to their personal law. Like
the question of peace and war, the administration of justice to Jews
also was clearly held up as a central question; and consideration of
relationship, etc., was absolutely banned from interfering in matters
of justice and the endless chain of vendetta or retaliations and
counter-retaliations of olden times was completely put an end to.
Thus a small town with some twenty wards in it was organised into a
city-state; and its small but heterogeneous population was united
round one central, elastic and practicable constitution and with their
aid a political system was inaugurated in Madina, which made that
city in later times the headquarters of an extensive and powerful
empire.
There is also the use of the word "Diin" in this document. This word
simultaneously stands for religion and government both, and it is a
fact of such great importance that if we lose sight of it we shall fail to
understand the religion and politics of Islam in a proper way.
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The Constitution Of Medina
In the name of God, the Beneficent and the Merciful.
(1) This is a prescript of Muhammad the Prophet and Messenger of
God (to operate) between the faithful and the followers of Islam from
among the Quraish and the people of Madina and those who may be
under them, may join them and take part in wars in their company.
(2) They shall constitute a separate political unit (Ummah) as
distinguished from all the people (of the world).
(3) The emigrants from the Quraish shall be (responsible) for their
own ward; and shall pay their blood-money in mutual collaboration
and shall secure the release of their own prisoners by paying their
ransom from themselves, so that the mutual dealings between the
believers be in accordance with the principles of goodness and
justice.
(4) And Banu Awf shall be responsible for their own ward and shall
pay their blood-money in mutual collaboration, and every group shall
secure the release of its own prisoners by paying their ransom from
themselves so that the dealings between the believers be in
accordance with the principles of goodness and justice.
(5) And Banu Al-Harith-ibn-Khazraj shall be responsible for their
own ward and shall pay their blood-money in mutual collaboration
and every group shall secure the release of its own prisoners by
paying their ransom from themselves, so that the dealings between
the believers be in accordance with the principles of goodness and
justice.
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(6) And Banu Sa'ida shall be responsible for their own ward, and
shall pay their blood-money in mutual collaboration and every group
shall secure the release of its own prisoners by paying their ransom
from themselves, so that the dealings between the believers be in
accordance with the principles of goodness and justice.
(7) And Banu Jusham shall be responsible for their own ward and
shall pay their blood-money in mutual collaboration and every group
shall secure the release of its own prisoners by paying their ransom
so that the dealings between the believers be in accordance with the
principles of goodness and justice.
(8) And Banu an- Najjar shall be responsible for their own ward and
shall pay their blood-money in mutual collaboration and every group
shall secure the release of its own prisoners by paying their ransom
so that the dealings between the believers be in accordance with the
principles of goodness and justice.
(9) And Banu 'Amr-ibn- ( Awf shall be responsible for their own
ward and shall pay their blood-money in mutual collaboration and
every group shall secure the release of its own prisoners by paying
their ransom, so that the dealings between the believers be in
accordance with the principles of goodness and justice.
(10) And Banu-al-Nabit shall be responsible for their own ward and
shall pay their blood-money in mutual collaboration and every group
shall secure the release of its own prisoners by paying their ransom
so that the dealings between the believers be in accordance with the
principles of goodness and justice.
(11) And Banu-al-Aws shall be responsible for their own ward and
shall pay their blood-money in mutual collaboration and every group
shall secure the release of its own prisoners by paying their ransom,
18

so that the dealings between the believers be in accordance with the
principles of goodness and justice.
(12) (a) And the believers shall not leave any one, hard-pressed with
debts, without affording him some relief, in order that the dealings
between the believers be in accordance with the principles of
goodness and justice.
(b) Also no believer shall enter into a contract of clientage with one
who is already in such a contract with another believer.
(13) And the hands of pious believers shall be raised against every
such person as rises in rebellion or attempts to acquire anything by
force or is guilty of any sin or excess or attempts to spread mischief
among the believers ; their hands shall be raised all together against
such a person, even if he be a son to any one of them.
(14) And no believer shall kill another believer in retaliation for an
unbeliever, nor shall he help an unbeliever against a believer.
(15) And the protection of God is one. The humblest of them
(believers) can, by extending his pro-tection to any one, put the
obligation on all; and the believers are brothers to one another as
against all the people (of the world).
(16) And that those who will obey us among the Jews, will have help
and equality. Neither shall they be oppressed nor will any help be
given against them.
(17) And the peace of the believers shall be one. If there be any war
in the way of God, no believer shall be under any peace (with the
enemy) apart from other believers, unless it (this peace) be the same
and equally binding on all.
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(18) And all those detachments that will fight on our side will be
relieved by turns.
(19) And the believers as a body shall take blood vengeance in the
way of God.
(20) (a) And undoubtedly pious believers are the best and in the
rightest course.
(b) And that no associator (non-Muslim subject) shall give any
protection to the life and property of a Quraishite, nor shall he come
in the way of any believer in this matter.
(21) And if any one intentionally murders a believer, and it is proved,
he shall be killed in retaliation, unless the heir of the murdered
person be satisfied with blood-money. And all believers shall
actually stand for this ordinance and nothing else shall be proper for
them to do.
(22) And it shall not be lawful for any one, who has agreed to carry
out the provisions laid down in this code and has affixed his faith in
God and the Day of Judgment, to give help or protection to any
murderer, and if he gives any help or protection to such a person,
God's curse and wrath shall be on him on the Day of Resurrection,
and no money or compensation shall be accepted from such a person.
(23) And that whenever you differ about anything, refer it to God and
to Muhummed pbuh(24) And the Jews shall share with the believers the expenses of war
so long as they fight in conjunction,
(25) And the Jews of Banu 'Awf shall be considered as one political
community (Ummah) along with the believers — for the Jews their
20

religion, and for the Muslims theirs, be one client or patron. He,
however, who is guilty of oppression or breach of treaty, shall suffer
the resultant trouble as also his family, but no one besides.
(26) And the Jews of Ban u-an-Najjar shall have the same rights as
the Jews of Banu 'Awf.
(27) And the Jews of Ban u-al-Harith shall have the same rights as
the Jews of Banu Awf.
(28) And the Jews of Banu Sa'ida shall have the same rights as the
Jews of Banu 'Awf.
(29) And the Jews of Banu Jusham shall have the same rights as the
Jews of Banu Awf.
(30) And the Jews of Banu al-Aws shall have the same rights as the
Jews of Banu Awf.
(31) And the Jews of Banu Tha 'laba shall have the same rights as the
Jews of Banu 'Awf. Of course, whoever is found guilty of oppression
or violation of treaty, shall himself suffer the consequent trouble as
also his family, but no one besides.
(32) And Jafna, who are a branch of the Tha 'laba tribe, shall have
the same rights as the mother tribes.
(33) And Banu-ash-Shutaiba shall have the same rights as the Jews
of Banu 'Awf ; and they shall be faithful to, and not violators of,
treaty.
(34) And the mawlas (clients) of Tha'laba shall have the same rights
as those of the original members of it.
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(35) And the sub-branches of the Jewish tribes shall have the same
rights as the mother tribes.
(36) (a) And that none of them shall go out to fight as a soldier of the
Muslim army, without the per-mission of Muhummed pbuh (b) And no obstruction shall be placed in the way of any one's
retaliation for beating or injuries; and whoever sheds blood shall be
personally responsible for it as well as his family; or else (i.e., any
step beyond this) will be of oppression; and God will be with him
who will most faithfully follow this code (sahifah) in action.
(37) (a) And the Jews shall bear the burden of their expenses and the
Muslims theirs.
(b) And if any one fights against the people of this code, their (i.e., of
the Jews and Muslims) mutual help shall come into operation, and
there shall be friendly counsel and sincere behaviour between them;
and faithfulness and no breach of covenant.
(38) And the Jews shall be bearing their own expenses so long as
they shall be fighting in conjunction with the believers.
(39) And the Valley of Yathrib (Madina) shall be a Haram (sacred
place) for the people of this code.
(40) The clients (mawla) shall have the same treatment as the
original persons (i.e., persons accepting clientage). He shall neither
be harmed nor shall he himself break the covenant.
(41) And no refuge shall be given to any one without the permission
of the people of the place (i.e., the refugee shall have no right of
giving refuge to others).
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(42) And that if any murder or quarrel takes place among the people
of this code, from which any trouble may be feared, it shall be
referred to God and God's Messenger, Muhummed and God will be
with him who will be most particular about what is written in this
code and act on it most faithfully.
(43) The Quraish shall be given no protection nor shall they who
help them.
(44) And they (i.e., Jews and Muslims) shall have each other's help in
the event of any one invading Yathrib.
(45) (a) And if they (i.e., the Jews) are invited to any peace, they also
shall offer peace and shall be a party to it; and if they invite the
believers to some such affairs, it shall be their (Muslims) duty as well
to reciprocate the dealings, excepting that any one makes a religious
war.
(b) On every group shall rest the responsibility of (repulsing) the
enemy from the place which faces its part of the city.
(46) And the Jews of the tribe of al-Aws, clients as well as original
members, shall have the same rights as the people of this code: and
shall behave sincerely and faithfully towards the latter, not
perpetrating any breach of covenant. As one shall sow so shall he
reap. And God is with him who will most sincerely and faithfully
carry out the provisions of this code.
(47) And this prescript shall not be of any avail to any oppressor or
breaker of covenant. And one shall have security whether one goes
out to a campaign or remains in Madina, or else it will be an
oppression and breach of covenant. And God is the Protector of him
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who performs the obligations with faithfulness and care, as also His
Messenger Muhammad.

Conclusion
In the late 19th century, Emile Durkheim, a French sociologist, was
credited for introducing the theory of social integration. In sociology,
social integration usually goes hand in hand with social solidarity
which generally contributes to the integration of society. It attracts
men strongly to one another, ensures frequent contacts between
them, connects and validates each other within a community
(Durkheim, 1984).
The concept of integration of society is widely used especially in a
plural society which contains diverse and different cultures and
backgrounds. In Islam, this concept was introduced earlier although
it did not use the equivalent term. God mentioned in the Book (alQur’an 49:13).
“O’ Human beings, We created you all from a single male and a
female, and made you into nations and tribes so that you may know
one another. Verily the noblest of you in the sight of God is the most
God-conscious of you. Surely God is All-Knowing, All-Aware”
The principle is further clarified and emphasized by Prophet pbuh for
interacting and integrating of any society:
“0 Mankind, your lord is one and your father is one. You all descend
from Adam, and Adam was created from earth. The most honoured
among you, in the sight of God, is the most upright one.
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No Arab is superior to a non-Arab, no coloured person to a white
person, or a white person to a coloured person except by Godconsciousness.” (Ibn Hanbal)
From this verse and saying, it is clearly understood that the existence
of different nations and tribes is not a problem, but it is a sign to
make them know, connect and integrate with each other. A Western
scholar has acknowledges the existence of the integration of society
in Islam in the following words:
“One of the distinctive marks of Islam, compared with other great
religions, is the variety of people and races who have embraced it,
and among whom there has grown a strong feeling of brotherhood
and a measure of harmony Perhaps a study of the achievements of
Islam may throw some light on how the integration of world society
is likely to come about, and may even suggest ways in which man
may consciously contribute to this process.” Watt (1961: 1).
The emphasis of Islam on unity based on nobility of conduct,
equality, justice and brotherhood within the richness of the diversity
of ethnicity and cultures helps in promoting, recognition and
integration instead of exclusiveness, nationalism, racialism and group
divisions. The integration of society is promoted in Islam because
Islam considers the entire mankind to be one family and establishes a
world society or community which it calls Ummah.
Ummah is usually understood to mean only the community of
believers, however, the wider use of the word by the Prophet himself,
to include all citizens of Medina, not excluding Jews, must surely
make us think about this again. The equality legislation as proposed
by the Prophet (pbuh) was a vital and unequivocal statement of
public policy against discrimination and for equal opportunities and
diversity.
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As is evident that there was a Jewish- Muslim, and indeed paganMuslim-Jewish interaction, from the very beginning of the Muslim
state. This was the first written constitution in the history of mankind
and it certainly provides an excellent basis and foundation for all
modern day social setups.
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